SLHS 1302
Chapter 5
Probability and Hypothesis Testing
The great tragedy of science - the slaying of a beautiful
hypothesis by an ugly fact.
~Thomas Huxley

Keyy terms
Binomial distribution: a family of distributions
that
h can be
b used
d to evaluate
l
the
h probability
b bili off
getting a certain number of hits (K) out of a
certain number of trials ((N),
), ggiven the pprobabilityy
of a hit (P) on any given trial.
 Binomial test: using the cumulative probabilities
calculated
l l t d with
ith th
the binomial
bi
i l distribution,
di t ib ti we make
k
a comparison with the observed outcome of a set
p
g the pp
of trials to obtain a pp-value. Comparing
value result of this test with our alpha value tells
us if we have achieved significance, and can reject
the null hypothesis.
hypothesis


p-value: essentially, the probability of the null
hypothesis being correct.
 alpha-value (α): the criterion probability level
f rejecting the
for
h null
ll h
hypothesis
h
in favor
f
off
the
 Statistical
St ti ti l significance:
i ifi
when
h we can reject
j t the
th
null hypothesis based on a p-value that is less than
the criterion α =0.05.
0.05. When you read in a description
of an experiment that some result is significant, then,
this means specifically that it is statistically significant.




Null hypothesis
yp
((H0)): The default hypothesis,
yp
,
based on the outcome we would expect if
(
onlyy random chance were involved (the
strawman hypothesis).



Alternative hypothesis (H1) : the hypothesis
opposite to H0.

yp
Hypothesis
testingg


Hypotheses:
yp
Null hypothesis (H0)
 Alternative hypothesis (H1)


H0 always describes the initial model (Example:
the coin is fair; the die is fair).
fair)
 H1 describes the conditions that would make
us reject
j t th
the H0 (Example:
(E
l th
the coin
i is
i nott ffair).
i)


p
Example
Suppose
pp
yyou flip
p a coin 10 times and everyy
single time you get head. What is the
pprobabilityy for ggettingg head 10 times in a row?
 Getting head in one trial: ½
 Getting 10 heads consecutively:


(1/2)^10 = 0.0009765625 (close to 0.001)
hi mean??
 Wh
What d
does this



p
Another Example


Suppose
pp
yyour interview qquestion at Apple
pp is
“What is the probability of getting at least 5
heads when yyou flipp a fair coin 10 times?”,, do
you know how to find the answer?
Answer in R:
 > sum(dbinom(5:10,10,0.5))
 [1] 0
0.6230469
6230469


q
Binomial distribution equation


The followingg R command computes
p
the
probability of getting exactly K successes out
p
pprobabilityy value
of N trials with an expected
of P for each trial.




result = dbinom(K, N, P)
What if it is not exactly K successes but at least K
successes?

2 trials
Outcome Trial 1

Trial 2

1

h

h

2

t

t

3

h

t

4

t

h

•0 out of 2
•1/4 = 0.25
db
(0 2 0 5)
•dbinom(0,2,0.5)
•1 out of 2
•2/4 = 0.5
•dbinom(1,2,0.5)
•2 out of 2
•¼
¼ = 00.25
25
•dbinom(2,2,0.5)

3 trials
Outcome Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

1

h

h

h

2

t

t

t

3

h

h

t
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h

t

h
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t

h

h
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t

t

h

7

t

h

t

8

h

t

t

•0 out of 3
•1/8 = 0.125
•dbinom(0,3,0.5)
•1 out of 3
•3/8 = 0.375
•dbinom(1,3,0.5)
•2 out of 3
•3/8 = 0.375
•dbinom(2,3,0.5)
•3 out of 3
•1/8 = 0.125
•dbinom(3,3,0.5)

Binomial Distribution


Binomial Experiment:



There are n independent trials.
Each trial has only 2 possible outcomes.





In binomial distribution (either A or B outcome),




The probability of A P (A) = p
The probability of B is P (B) = 1- p
The cumulative probability of either A or B




Success (A) or failure (B)
Binomial outcomes are discrete variables.

P(A) + P(B) = 1

A probability
b bili ffunction
i maps the
h possible
ibl values
l
off x
against their respective probabilities of occurrence, p(x).



p(x) is a number from 0 to 1.0.
The area under a probability function is always 1.

In a die, the expected probability value
is
i 1/6 nott 1/2 .


Generalized binomial distribution




expected probability value can be any number
between 0 and 1.

A die has six sides.

( vs. no hit))
Generalization: P(hit

K = number of hits
N = number of total trials
p = P (hit) on any given trial
In R code: dbinom (K, N, p)
Example: dbinom (2,4,1/6) = 0.1157407

Mathematical notation


Expressing the probability of at least K hits in 30 trials



In R code, sum (dbinom(K:N,N, p) ) ,
Example: K = 10, N = 30, p = 1/6 ( at least 10 hits/30 trials)
Expressing the probability of K or fewer hits in 30 trials

(
p) ) ,
In R code, sum ((dbinom(0:K,N,
Example: K = 10, N = 30, p = 1/6 ( at most 10 hits/30 trials)

Factorial n!
How manyy different orders there are to seat 5
people in 5 seats in the same row?
 There are n! ways
y to arrange
g n distinct objects
j
into a sequence.
 In mathematics, the factorial of a positive
p
integer n = n!, which is the product of all
positive integers less than or equal to n.
Example:
5! = 5 x 4 x 3 x 2 x 1 = 120


g
What if the die is weighted,
not fair?


Assume that the die is weighted
such that
g
P ( ) = 0.48 instead of 1/6
How do we calculate the P using R?
dbinom (K, N, p)

p
Properties
of binomial distribution
The differences in distribution shape
p are
directly related to the different values for p.
 As the sample size increases
increases, the most
probable outcome stabilizes around the exact
proportion of hits one would expect,
expect given the
probability of a hit on any given trial.


Exercise


What is the probability of getting exactly 2 rolls
to turn up as Four
F
when
h a fair
f i die
di is
i rolled
ll d three
h
times?
K=2
N=3

P (K=2,N=3) =
dbinom (2,3, 1/6) = 0.0694

Is getting at least 10 hits in 30 trials a
plausible
when
l ibl outcome
t
h p = 1/6?


Null Hypothesis
yp
((H0)




Alternative Hypothesis (H1)




The die is fair: the difference between the proportion
of hits observed and the proportion of hits that is the
most probable
b bl outcome is
i not bigger
bi
than
h what
h we’d
’d
expect to see just by chance.
The die is not fair: the difference between the
observed proportion and the most likely proportion
is too big to call it incidental.

sum(dbinom (10:30, 30, 1/6) = 0.0197

Interpreting p value and statistical
significance
i ifi
How confident are we to reject
j
the null
hypothesis?
 The probability that we calculate for a specific
result is called the p-value.
 Here,
Here we reject the null hypothesis when we get a
p-value that is lower than α = 0.05, whereα is a
selected cut-off
cut off criterion.
criterion


g
Binomial test and statistical significance
When we set up a null hypothesis and an
alternative hypothesis, and specify a criterion
probability level for rejecting the null hypothesis
in favor of the alternative
alternative, and then refer to the
cumulative probabilities calculated with the
binomial distribution, we are using what is called
the binomial test.
 When we reject
j
the null hypothesis
yp
based on a ppvalue that is less than the criterion α=0.05, we can
call our results statistically significant.


p the p-value?
p
How to interpret


When we reject
j
the null hypothesis
yp
that
getting at least 10 hits in 30 trials is a plausible
outcome when pp=1/6,, that result is statisticallyy
significant. It signifies that the die is not fair.

Research Q
Question
Does dialectal differences have significant
g
impact
p
on speech perception?
 Hypothesis






Non-locals are at a disadvantage compared to locals
when identifying words that are pronounced in the
local dialect.
dialect

Null Hypothesis (H0)


There are no differences in recognizing words in the
local dialect between the non-locals and the locals.

p
Samples


Subject
j
sample
p




Language sample




Students at Ohio State University
 Locals
 Non-locals
N l l

L lW
Local
West P
Penn dialect
di l

Word sample:
Steelers or Stillers? Special or Spatial?
 A or B experiment (two-alternative forced choice)


g our research q
Answering
question
Are non-local students at OSU at a disadvantage
compared
d to local
l l students
d
when
h identifying
id if i
words that are pronounced as homophones in
the local West Penn dialect?
 Data:






Where 48% of the local students correctly identified
stɪl
t l as steell when
h they
h listened
li
d to that
h fform in
i the
h
“Phrase” condition, only 32% of the non-locals
correctly identified the intended word in that context.
Even in the more informative “Sentence” condition,
where 80% of the locals identified the word correctly,
only 75% of the non-locals identified the word as steel.

Formulating our hypotheses for the
phrase
condition
h
diti
H0: The non-locals are not at a disadvantage:
g
getting 33 hits out of 104 is a plausible
p
outcome when p=0.48.
 H1: The non-locals are at a disadvantage: the
probability of getting that few hits in a sample
of 104 observations is far too small to accept
the hypothesis that the nonlocals are just like
the locals.
dbinom (K,
(K N
N, p) =
dbinom (33, 104, 0.48) = 0.00029


Formulating our hypotheses for the
sentence
condition
t
diti
H0: The non-locals are not at a disadvantage:
g
getting 78 hits out of 104 is a plausible
p
outcome when p=0.8.
 H1: The non-locals are at a disadvantage: the
probability of getting that few hits in a sample
of 104 observations is far too small to accept
the hypothesis that the nonlocals are just like
the locals.
dbinom (K,
(K N
N, p) =
dbinom (78, 104, 0.8) = 0.04178


Summaryy
Binomial distribution deals with the probability of
hits (successes) and misses (failures). It applies to
experiments or observations with binary
outcomes (yes/no,
(yes/no on/off，etc.).
on/off etc )
 Statistical tests are employed to verify or reject
research predictions/hypotheses using probability
probability.
 In social and behavioral sciences, we often adopt
the following criterion to reject the null
hypothesis:
 When p < 0.05,, we consider the test result
statistically significant at the chosen alpha level.


